
 
The Pyramid Texts 

“The Dead Pharaoh Ascends” 
 
Thy two wings are spread out like a falcon with thick plumage, like the hawk seen in the evening traversing the 
sky.   
 
He flies who flies; this king Pepi flies away from you mortals. He is not of the earth, he is of the sky. . . . This 
king Pepi flies as a cloud to the sky, like a masthead bird; this king Pepi kisses the sky like a falcon, this king 
Pepi reaches the sky like Horizon-god (Harakhte).  
 
Thou ascends to the sky as a falcon, thy feathers are (those of) geese. King Unis goes to the sky, king Unis goes 
to the sky! On the wind! On the wind! 
 
Stairs to the sky are laid for him that he may ascend thereon to the sky. King Unis ascends upon the ladder 
which his father Re (the Sun-god) made for him.  
 
Atum has done that which he said he would do for this king Pepi II, binding for him the rope-ladder, joining 
together the (wooden) ladder for this king Pepi II; (thus) this king is far from the abomination of men. 
 
'How beautiful to see, how satisfying to behold,' say the gods, when this god [meaning the king] ascends to 
the sky. His fearfulness is on his head, his terror is at his side, his magical charms are before him. Geb has done 
for him as was done for himself.  The gods and souls of Buto, the gods and souls of Hierakonpolis, the gods in 
the sky and the gods on earth come to him. They make supports for king Unis on their arms. Thou ascend, King 
Unis, to the sky, Ascend upon it in this its name 'Ladder'. 
 
[More assurances that the double doors of the sky are opened before the pharaoh; the King's heralds hasten to 
announce his advent to the Sun god.]  
 
Thy messengers go, thy swift messengers run, thy heralds make haste. They announce to Re that thou hast 
come, (even) this king Pepi.  
 
Re-Atum! This king Unis comes to thee, an imperishable gloriousom, lord of the affairs of the place of the four 
pillars (the sky). Thy son comes to thee. This king Unis comes to thee. 
 
[The dead pharaoh boldly approaches the Sun god with the words:] I am the one of whom thou didst say . . . 
'My son!', Thou are my father, Re. . . . Behold king Pepi. This king Pepi is thy son. . . . This king Pepi shines in 
the east like Re, he goes in the west like Kheprer. This king Pepi lives on what whereon Horus (son of Re) lord 
of the sky lives, by command of Horus lord of the sky.  
 
The king ascends to the sky among the gods dwelling in the sky. He stands on the great [dais], he hears (in 
judicial session) the (legal) affairs of men. Re finds thee upon the shores of the sky in this lake that is in Nut [the 
Sky-goddess]. 'The arriver comes!' say the gods.  Re gives thee his arm on the stairway to the sky. 'He who 
knows his place comes,' say the gods. Pure One, assume thy throne in the barque of Re and sail thou the sky. . 
. .  Sail thou with the Imperishable Stars. . . .  Receive thou the tribute of the Evening Barque, become thou a 
spirit dwelling in Dewat. Live thou this pleasant life which the lord of the horizon lives. 
 



 

Vitruvius 
De Architectura   
(ca. 33-14 BC) 

 
Book I: Chapter 3  
 
1. Architecture consists of three branches; namely, building, dialing [the making of time pieces], and 
mechanics. Building is divided into two parts. The first regulates the general plan of the walls of a city and its 
public buildings; the other relates to private buildings. Public buildings are for three purposes: defense, 
religion, and the security of the public. Buildings for defense are those walls, towers, and gates of a town, 
necessary for the continual shelter of its inhabitants against the attacks of an enemy. Those for the purposes of 
religion are the fanes and temples of the immortal gods. Those for public convenience are gates, fora or 
squares for market-places, baths, theatres, walks, and the like; which, being for public use, are placed in public 
situations, and should be arranged to as best to meet the convenience of the public.  
 
2. All these should possess strength [firmitas], utility [utilitas], and beauty [venustas]. Strength arises from 
carrying down the foundations to a good solid bottom, and from making a proper choice of materials without 
parsimony. Utility arises from a judicious distribution of the parts, so that their purposes be duly answered, and 
that each have its proper situation. Beauty is produced by the pleasing appearance and good taste of the 
whole, and by the dimensions of all the parts being duly proportioned to each other.  
 
Book III: Chapter 1 
 
1. The design of Temples depends on symmetry, the rules of which Architects should be most careful to 
observe. Symmetry arises from proportion, which the Greeks call ajnalogiva. Proportion is a due adjustment of 
the size of the different parts to each other and to the whole; on this proper adjustment symmetry depends. 
Hence no building can be said to be well designed which wants symmetry and proportion. In truth they are as 
necessary to the beauty of a building as to that of a well formed human figure, which nature has so fashioned, 
that in the face, from the chin to the top of the forehead, or to the roots of the hair, is a tenth part of the height 
of the whole body. From the chin to the crown of the head is an eighth part of the whole height, and from the 
nape of the neck to the crown of the head the same. From the upper part of the breast to the roots of the hair 
a sixth; to the crown of the head a fourth. A third part of the height of the face is equal to that from the chin to 
under side of the nostrils, and thence to the middle of the eyebrows the same; from the last to the roots of the 
hair, where the forehead ends, the remaining third part. The length of the foot is a sixth part of the height of 
the body. The fore-arm a fourth part. The width of the breast a fourth part. Similarly have other members their 
due proportions, by attention to which the ancient Painters and Sculptors obtained so much reputation.  
 
3. Just so the parts of Temples should correspond with each other, and with the whole. The navel is naturally 
placed in the center of the human body, and, if in a man lying with his face upward, and his hands and feet 
extended, from his navel as the center, a circle be described, it will touch his fingers and toes. It is not alone by 
a circle, that the human body is thus circumscribed, as may be seen by placing it within a square. For 



measuring from the feet to the crown of the head, and then across the arms fully extended, we find the latter 
measure equal to the former; so that lines at right angles to each other, enclosing the figure, will form a square.  
 
4. If Nature, therefore, has made the human body so that the different members of it are measures of the 
whole, so the ancients have, with great propriety, determined that in all perfect works, each part should be 
some proportional part of the whole; and since they direct, that this be observed in all works, it must be most 
strictly attended to in temples of the gods, wherein the faults as well as the beauties remain to the end of time.  
 
Book IV: Chapter 1 
 
6.  As [the Dorian people] wished to erect this temple with columns, and had not a knowledge of the proper 
proportions of them, nor knew the way in which they ought to be constructed, so as at the same time to be 
both fit to carry the superincumbent weight, and to produce a beautiful effect, they measured a man's foot, 
and finding its length the sixth part of his height, they gave the column a similar proportion, that is, they made 
its height, including the capital, six times the thickness of the shaft, measured at the base. Thus the Doric order 
obtained its proportion, its strength, and its beauty, from the human figure.  
 
7. With a similar feeling they afterwards built the temple of Diana. But in that, seeking a new proportion, they 
used the female figure as the standard: and for the purpose of producing a more lofty effect, they first made it 
eight times its thickness in height. Under it they placed a base, after the manner of a shoe to the foot; they also 
added volutes to its capital, like graceful curling hair hanging on each side, and the front they ornamented with 
cymatia and festoons in the place of hair. On the shafts they sunk channels, which bear a resemblance to the 
folds of a matronly garment. Thus two orders were invented, one of a masculine character, without ornament, 
the other bearing a character which resembled the delicacy, ornament, and proportion of a female.  
 
8. The successors of these people, improving in taste, and preferring a more slender proportion, assigned 
seven diameters to the height of the Doric column, and eight and a half to the Ionic. That species, of which the 
Ionians were the inventors, has received the appellation of Ionic. The third species, which is called Corinthian, 
resembles in its character, the graceful elegant appearance of a virgin, in whom, from her tender age, the limbs 
are of a more delicate form, and whose ornaments should be unobtrusive.  
 
9. The invention of the capital of this order is said to be founded on the following occurrence. A Corinthian 
virgin, of marriageable age, fell victim to a violent disorder. After her interment, her nurse, collecting in a 
basket those articles to which she had shown a partiality when alive, carried them to her tomb, and placed a 
tile on the basket for the longer preservation of its contents. The basket was accidentally placed on the root of 
an acanthus plant, which, pressed by the weight, shot forth, towards spring, its stems and large foliage, and in 
the course of its growth reached the angles of the tile, and thus formed volutes at the extremities.  
 
10. Callimachus, who, for is great ingenuity and taste was called by the Athenians Catatechnos, happening at 
this time to pass by the tomb, observed the basket, and the delicacy of the foliage which surrounded it. 
Pleased with the form and novelty of the combination, he constructed from the hint thus afforded, columns of 
this species in the country about Corinth, and arranged its proportions, determining their proper measures by 
perfect rules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Procopius 
De Aedificis  
(537) 

 
The emperor, thinking not of cost of any kind, pressed on the work, and collected together workmen from 
every land. Anthemius of Tralles, the most skilled in the builder's art, not only of his own but of all former times, 
carried forward the king's zealous intentions, organized the labors of the workmen, and prepared models of the 
future construction. Associated with him was another architect [mechanopoios] named Isidorus, a Milesian by 
birth, a man of intelligence, and worthy to carry out the plans of the Emperor Justinian. It is indeed a proof of 
the esteem with which God regarded the emperor, that he furnished him with men who would be so useful in 
effecting his designs, and we are compelled to admire the wisdom of the emperor, in being able to choose the 
most suitable of mankind to execute the noblest of his works....  
 
[The Church of Hagia Sophia] is distinguished by indescribable beauty, excelling both in its size, and in the 
harmony of its measures, having no part excessive and none deficient; being more magnificent than ordinary 
buildings, and much more elegant than those which are not of so just a proportion. The church is singularly full 
of light and sunshine; you would declare that the place is not lighted by the sun from without, but that the rays 
are produced within itself, such an abundance of light is poured into this church....  
 
Now above the arches is raised a circular building of a curved form through which the light of day first shines; 
for the building, which I imagine overtops the whole country, has small openings left on purpose, so that the 
places where these intervals occur may serve for the light to come through. Thus far I imagine the building is 
not incapable of being described, even by a weak and feeble tongue. As the arches are arranged in a 
quadrangular figure, the stone-work between them takes the shape of a triangle, the lower angle of each 
triangle, being compressed where the arches unite, is slender, while the upper part becomes wider as it rises in 
the space between them, and ends against the circle which rests upon them, forming there its remaining 
angles. A spherical-shaped dome standing upon this circle makes it exceedingly beautiful; from the lightness of 
the building, it does not appear to rest upon a solid foundation, but to cover the place beneath as though it 
were suspended from heaven by the fabled golden chain. All these parts surprisingly joined to one another in 
the air, suspended one from another, and resting only on that which is next to them, form the work into one 
admirably harmonious whole, which spectators do not dwell upon for long in the mass, as each individual part 
attracts the eye to itself.  
 



No one ever became weary of this spectacle, but those who are in the church delight in what they see, and, 
when they leave, magnify it in their talk. Moreover it is impossible accurately to describe the gold, and silver, 
and gems, presented by the Emperor Justinian, but by the description of one part, I leave the rest to be 
inferred. That part of the church which is especially sacred, and where the priests alone are allowed to enter, 
which is called the Sanctuary, contains forty thousand pounds' weight of silver. 

 

Sacred Texts 
of Islam 

 
Qur’an (sura 21, verses 51-67) 
 
[51] Before that, we granted Abraham his guidance and understanding, for we were fully aware of him.  
 
[52] He said to his father and his people, "What are these statues to which you are devoting yourselves?"  
 
[53] They said, "We found our parents worshipping them."  
 
[54] He said, "Indeed, you and your parents have gone totally astray."  
 
[55] They said, "Are you telling us the truth, or are you playing?"  
 
[56] He said, "Your only Lord is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, who created them. This is the testimony 
to which I bear witness.  
 
[57] "I swear by GOD, I have a plan to deal with your statues, as soon as you leave."   
 
[58] He broke them into pieces, except for a big one, that they may refer to it.  
 
[59] They said, "Whoever did this to our gods is really a transgressor."  
 
[60] They said, "We heard a youth threaten them; he is called Abraham."  
 
[61] They said, "Bring him before the eyes of all the people, that they may bear witness."  
 
[62] They said, "Did you do this to our gods, O Abraham?"  
 



[63] He said, "It is that big one who did it. Go ask them, if they can speak."  
 
[64] They were taken aback, and said to themselves, "Indeed, you are the ones who have transgressed."  

 
[65] Yet, they reverted to their old ideas: "You know full well that these cannot speak."  
 
[66] He said, "Do you then worship beside GOD what possesses no power to benefit you or harm you?  
 
[67] "You have incurred shame by worshipping idols beside GOD. Do you not understand?"  
 
Hadith (collected eighth-ninth centuries) 
 
I bought a cushion with pictures on it. When Allah's Apostle saw it, he kept standing at the door and did not 
enter the house. I noticed the sign of disgust on his face, so I said, "O Apostle! I repent to Allah. (Please let me 
know) what sin I have done." Allah's Apostle said, "What about this cushion?" I replied, "I bought it for you to 
recline on." Allah's Apostle said, "The painters of these pictures will be punished on the Day of Resurrection. It 
will be said to them, 'Put life in what you have created (i.e. painted).  The angels do not enter a house where 
there are pictures."  [Volume 3, Book 34, Number 318; Narrated: Aisha] 
 
Allah's Apostle returned from a journey when I had placed a curtain of mine having pictures over (the door of) a 
chamber of mine. When Allah's Apostle saw it, he tore it and said, "The people who will receive the severest 
punishment on the Day of Resurrection will be those who try to make the like of Allah's creations."  [Volume 7, 
Book 72, Number 838] 
 
[A painter] said: I am the person who paints pictures; give me a religious verdict about them. He (Ibn 'Abbas) 
said to him: I am going to narrate to you what I heard from Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him). All the 
painters who make pictures would be in the fire of Hell. The soul will be breathed in every picture prepared by 
him and it shall punish him in the Hell, and he (Ibn 'Abbas) said: If you have to do it at all, then paint the 
pictures of trees and lifeless things; and Nasr b. 'Ali confirmed it.  [Book 024, Number 5272; narrated: Muslim 
b. Subaih] 
 
While I was with Ibn 'Abbas a man came and said, "O father of 'Abbas! My sustenance is from my manual 
profession and I make these pictures." Ibn 'Abbas said, "I will tell you only what I heard from Allah's Apostle: 
'Whoever makes a picture will be punished by Allah till he puts life in it, and he will never be able to put life in 
it.' Hearing this, that man heaved a sigh and his face turned pale. Ibn 'Abbas said to him, "What a pity! If you 
insist on making pictures I advise you to make pictures of trees and any other inanimate objects.”  [Bukhari, 
Sahih, vol. 3, book 34, no. 428; narrated: Said bin Abu Al-Hasan] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Abbot Suger 
On the Building of St.-Denis (1144-48) 

 
 
1. [Introduction] 
 
In the twenty-third year of our administration, on a certain day when we sat in general chapter conferring with 
our brethren about common and private matters, these same dear brothers and sons began to beg me 
vigorously and in love that I should not remain silent about the fruit of our past labors but rather with pen and 
ink should preserve for future memory the additions which the munificence of almighty God bestowed upon 
this church during the time of our leadership in the acquisition of new things, the recovery of lost ones, the 
multiplication of refurbished possessions, the construction of buildings, and the accumulation of gold, silver, 
precious gems and quality textiles. From this one thing they promised us two in return: Through this memorial 
we should earn the prayers of succeeding brothers for the salvation of our soul; and through this example we 
should arouse in them a zealous commitment to the proper maintenance of God's church. We therefore, 
devoutly assenting to their devout and reasonable requests, without hungering for empty glory or demanding 
the reward of human praise or impermanent earthly reward, lest after our passing the revenues of the church 
should be diminished by someone's fraud, lest the abundant additions conferred upon the church by God's 
munificence during the time of our administration should be quietly lost by unworthy successors, we thought it 
proper and useful to inform present and future readers of the increase in revenues, construction of buildings 
and multiplication of treasures in the church of the most blessed martyrs Denis, Rusticus and Eleutherius. . .  
 
25. Concerning the First Addition to the Church  
 
Even while [the painting and restoration of the original church walls] was being carried out at great expense, 
however, because of the inadequacy we often felt on special days such as the feast of the blessed Denis, the 
fair, and many other times, when the narrowness of the place forced women to run to the altar on the heads of 
men as on a pavement with great anguish and confusion; for this reason, moved by divine inspiration and 
encouraged by the council of wise men as well as the prayers of many monks, in order to avoid the displeasure 
of the holy martyrs I undertook to enlarge and amplify the noble monastic church consecrated by the divine 
hand, devoutly praying both in our chapter and in church that he who is beginning and end, alpha and omega, 
should join a good end with a good beginning by way of a sound middle, and that he might not exclude from 
the building of the temple a bloody man who wholeheartedly desired this more than the treasures of 
Constantinople. Thus we began with the former main entrance, dismantling a certain addition said to have 
been built by Charlemagne on a very worthy occasion, because his father, the Emperor Pepin, had ordered 
that he be buried outside that entrance, face down, for the sins of his father Charles Martel. As is obvious, we 
exerted ourselves, vehemently enlarging the body of the church, tripling the entrance and doors, and erecting 
tall, worthy towers.  



 
27. Concerning the Cast and Gilded Doors  
 
Having summoned bronze casters and chosen sculptors, we erected the main doors, on which are represented 
the passion and resurrection of Christ, with great expense and heavy outlay for their gilding as befits such a 
noble portico. We also set up new ones on the right, and old ones on the left beneath the mosaic which, 
contrary to modern custom, we had placed in the tympanum. We also arranged to have the towers and upper 
crenellations of the front altered with an eye to beauty and, should circumstances require, to utility. We also 
ordered that the year of the consecration should be inscribed in copper-gilt letters in this way:  
 
For the glory of the church which nurtured and raised him,  
Suger strove for the glory of the church,  
Sharing with you what is yours, oh martyr Denis.  
He prays that by your prayers he should become a sharer in Paradise.  
The year when it was consecrated was the one thousand, one hundred and fortieth year of the Word. 
 
Furthermore, the verses on the doors are these:  
 
 All you who seek to honor these doors,  
 Marvel not at the gold and expense but at the craftsmanship of the work.  
 The noble work is bright, but, being nobly bright, the work  
 Should brighten the minds, allowing them to travel through the lights  
 To the true light, where Christ is the true door.  
 The golden door defines how it is imminent in these things.  
 The dull mind rises to the truth through material things,  
 And is resurrected from its former submersion when the light is seen. 
 
31. Concerning the Golden Altar Frontal in the Upper Choir  
 
Into this panel, which stands before his most sacred body, we estimate that we have put around forty-two 
marks of gold, a rich abundance of precious gems - hyacinths, rubies, sapphires, emeralds and topazes - and a 
variety of pearls, more than we ever hoped to find. You would see kings, princes and many outstanding men, 
imitating us, remove the rings from their fingers and order that the gold, gems and precious pearls of the rings 
be set in the panel. In the same way archbishops and bishops, depositing the rings of their investiture there for 
safekeeping, devoutly offered them up to God and his saints. Such a large crowd of gem-dealers flowed in 
upon us from various kingdoms and nations that we sought to buy no more than they hastened to sell, money 
being provided by all. The verses on this panel are as follows:  
 
Great Denis, open the doors of Paradise, and protect Suger through your holy defenses. May you, who have 
built a new chamber for yourself through us, cause us to be received in the chamber of heaven and to be 
satiated at the heavenly table instead of the present one. That which is signified pleases more than that which 
signifies. 
 
32. Concerning the Golden Cross  
 
Had we been able, we would have insisted that the sacred, life-giving cross, healing banner of our savior's 
eternal victory, of which the apostle says, "God forbid that I should glory except in the cross of Christ" (Gal. 
6:14), be adorned all the more gloriously inasmuch as it is "the sign of the Son of Man who will appear in the 
heavens" (Matt. 24:30) at the end, not only to men but to angels, and we would have greeted it perpetually as 



did the apostle Andrew: "Hail, cross, dedicated to Christ's body and adorned with his members like pearls." 
Nevertheless, since we could not do as we wished, we wished to do as well as we could and, God providing, 
we worked to fulfill our plans. Thus, searching all about (personally and through our agents) for a large supply 
of precious pearls and gems, preparing as costly a supply of gold and gems as we could find for such 
ornamentation, we called together the most experienced artisans from various places. Working cautiously and 
accurately, they were to exalt the venerable cross on its reverse side by the addition of these wondrous gems, 
while on the front, in sight of the sacrificing priest, they would display the sacred image of our lord and savior 
in remembrance of his suffering and as still suffering on the cross. . . .  
 
Thus sometimes when, because of my delight in the beauty of the house of God, the multicolor loveliness of 
the gems has called me away from external cares, and worthy meditation, transporting me from material to 
immaterial things, has persuaded me to examine the diversity of holy virtues, then I seem to see myself existing 
on some level, as it were, beyond our earthly one, neither completely in the slime of earth nor completely in 
the purity of heaven. By the gift of God I can be transported in an anagogical manner from this inferior level to 
that superior one. . . . 
 
To me, I confess, it always has seemed right that the most expensive things should be used above all for the 
administration of the holy Eucharist. If golden vessels, vials and mortars were used to collect "the blood of 
goats or calves or the red heifer, how much more" should gold vases, precious stones and whatever is most 
valuable among created things be set out with continual reverence and full devotion "to receive the blood of 
Jesus Christ" (Heb. 9:1 3f). Certainly neither we nor our possessions are fit to perform this function. Even if by a 
new creation our substance should be changed into that of the holy cherubim and seraphim it would still offer 
an insufficient and unworthy service for so great and ineffable a victim. Nevertheless, we have such a great 
propitiation for our sins.  
 
To be sure, those who criticize us argue that holy mind, pure heart and faithful intention should suffice for this 
task. These are, we agree, the things that matter most; yet we profess that we should also serve God with the 
external ornaments of sacred vessels, in all internal purity and in all external nobility, and nowhere is this to be 
done as much as in the service of the holy sacrifice. For it is incumbent upon us in every case to serve our 
redeemer in the most fitting way for in all things, without exception, he has not refused to provide for us, has 
united our nature with his in a single, admirable individual, and "setting us on his right hand" he has promised 
"that we will truly possess his kingdom" (Matt. 25:33f.) He is our lord who "lives and reigns forever" (Tobit 
9:11; Rev. 1:18, etc.). . . .  
 
We also had painted, by the hands of many masters sought out in various nations, a splendid variety of new 
windows below and above, from the first in the chevet representing the tree of Jesse to the one over the 
principal door of the entrance. One of these, urging us onward from the material to the immaterial, shows the 
apostle Paul turning a mill and the prophets carrying sacks to the mill. . . . 
 


